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QUESTION 1

A record company is implementing a new system to replace an existing legacy system. The project has challenging as
the new system must be implemented before support for the existing system is withdrawn. The business users have
been involvedthroughoutthe project and their confidence in the new system is high. 

Which implementation approach is the LEAST appropriate in this situation? 

A. Pilot 

B. Phased 

C. Direct changeover 

D. Parallel running. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

ANTAB specializes in manufacturing tablet computer, which are rebadged by its customers and sold under the
customer\\'s brand name. Recently, some customer have suggested that a dual-boot tablet that can run more than one
operating system would improve their competitive edge. 

This would require a significant changein the manufacturing process and will require a decision from senior
management, supported by a business case. How would this suggestion by represented on an organization model of
ANTAB\\'s business? 

A. Customer request 

B. Supplier input 

C. Output from a process. 

D. Factor in the external environment 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has the following issue to consider: 

A- The way staff interact with customers 

B- The image it wishes to portray 

C- The price of competing products. 

D- The margin that it aims to make. 

A. b and c 
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B. a and c 

C. a and b 

D. b and d 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

When ordering goods from an online shop, a customer is given a choice of delivery methods. If the customer lives within
certain qualifying locations, they can select same day delivery for an extra cost. 

Request of location the customer can choose to have their order delivered to their home for a change of £2 select a
weekend delivery to their home for £6, or choose to have their order delivered to a local store to collect, which is free. 

Purchase of large products are dealt with by a separate delivery service, so customer are contacted once their order
has been placed to arrange special delivery. What are the input for the task select delivery type? 

A. The customer\\'s preferred delivery day and the customer\\'s location 

B. The customer\\'s location and the customer\\'s preferred delivery day 

C. The products the customer has bought and the location of the local store 

D. The products the customer has bought and the customer\\'s location 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Below is a high-level breakdown of a task associated with using an ATM. drafted by a business analyst: 

1. User inserts bank card 

2 System asks for PIN 

3. User enters PIN 

4 System displays service options 

5. User selects \\'withdraw cash* option 
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6- System ejects card 

7.

 System issues cash 

8.

 User collects printed receipt 

Which optional or exceptional step is reflected in this detailed description? 

A. A user inputting an incorrect PIN 

B. A cash machine being empty 

C. A receipt for cash issued. 

D. A card being out of date-

Correct Answer: C 
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